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Abstract. Many different concepts and approaches have been seen for an Industry 4.0 achievement. In the attempt of merging the theory to the practice,
there are gaps to determine which concept or technology suits best the productive chain and what is really a pre-requisite to classify it as Industry 4.0. On scientific and empirical literature about this subject, the Internet of Services, IoS,
has been mentioned as an important pillar for Industry 4.0, coupled with Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-physical systems (CPS). While IoT and CPS as
well as their link with Industry 4.0 are detailed in many researches, a deeper
understanding on the Internet of Services and its contribution for this scenario is
still missing. This paper aims to fill this gap gathering concepts about the Internet of Services, how it is composed and what would be its role on the manufacturing environment. Through a deeper understanding about the origin of the
term Internet of Services, there is an important concept that may explain how
the Industry 4.0 operates in a business and technological perspective: the concept of SOA - Service Oriented Architecture.
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Introduction

After some years that Industry 4.0 was first coined, companies are still looking for the
best approach and trying to understand this new paradigm. The manufacturers´ dilemma is whether they should commit into Industry 4.0 and which technology would
be the most suitable to adopt, considering the investment required and the benefits on
productivity [1].
Historically, the first three industrial revolutions came as a result of mechanization,
electricity and Information Technology respectively. Now, the introduction of the
Internet of Things and the Internet of Services into the manufacturing environment
leads to a fourth industrial revolution [2]
Although the Internet of Services is considered by many authors as one of the main
pillars of Industry 4.0 [2-5], there is still a gap on the literature in addressing the full
meaning of Internet of Services and its contribution on this new environment.
Comparing Internet of Services against the Internet of Things on literature about
Industry 4.0, the number of papers reflect a more expressive focus on IoT while IoS is
still not so explored.
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Moreover, Internet of Services brings itself a more intangible perspective which is
natural from services [6]. While IoT deals with tangible objects, sensors and machines, the Internet of Services will cover a more abstract set of functionalities, bringing the concept of SOA, Service-Oriented Architecture.
Service-Oriented Architecture SOA is a logical model that reorganize software applications and infrastructure into a set of interacting services [7]. By exploring the
concept of SOA, it is expected that the meaning of Internet of Services and Industry
4.0 becomes more clear, reinforcing the relevance of this study.
The aim of this research is characterize the Internet of Services explaining its composition and its role on Industry 4.0.
This paper is organized as follows: After this introduction, the second section
brings the research method. The third section gives a contextualization on Industry
4.0. The forth section covers the foundation of Internet of Services and reveals the
concept of Service Oriented Architecture. The fifth section links such concepts to the
manufacturing environment, followed by a conclusion.
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Research Method

This paper is a theoretical development based in bibliographic, but not systematic,
review about Industry 4.0 and Internet of Services concepts, looking for the role of
IoS in this new manufacturing environment.
An initial search was conducted using two comparative strings in the bases Google
Scholar, Science Direct and Web of Science, looking for the relevance and originality
of the subject.
Table 1: Boolean Strings used for the research
Finds
String
"Internet of Things" AND "Industry 4.0"
"Internet of Services" AND "Industry 4.0"

Google Scholar
7660
579

Science Direct
492
61

Web of
Science
252
9

As shown in Table 1, there are much less results when placing Internet of Services
on the string.
Given the small number of resulting papers, the study becomes exploratory, without a specific inclusion or exclusion criteria for papers selection.
After gathering concepts that link the subjects Internet of Services and Industry
4.0, the study was refined into such correlations and a new model approach has beenproposed for a smart manufacturing environment.
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Industry 4.0

The term Industry 4.0, was rooted in the German federal government´s strategy in
2011 [2]. This German Government's initiative had the aim of gaining stronghold in
global manufacturing by advanced application of information and communication
systems. Through the application of new technologies in manufacturing, the entire
factory environment becomes smart and enables mass customization [3].
Industry 4.0 is defined as a collective term for technologies and concepts of value
chain organization [4]. Among this set of technologies, the protagonist ones would be
Cyber Physical Systems, Internet of Things and Internet of Services [2-5]. Cyber
Physical Systems (CPS) are sensors and actuators that monitor physical processes and
create a virtual copy of the physical world. Over the Internet of Things, CPS communicate and co-operate with each other and humans in real time. Then through the
Internet of Services (IoS), both internal and cross organizational services are offered
and utilized by participants of the value chain [4].
The own promoters of the German program explain that Industry 4.0 involves the
technical integration of IoT and IoS as enablers to create networks, incorporating the
entire manufacturing process that convert factories into a smart environment [2].
As seen on Research Method section, while most papers in scientific literature
cover Internet of Things, this paper focus on Internet of Services or IoS, addressing
the service context and going beyond the infrastructure and connectivity domains.
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Internet of Services

The term Internet of Services raised from the convergence of other two concepts:
Web 2.0 and SOA - Service-oriented architecture [8]. The intersection of these two
fields is the notion of reusing and composing existing resources and services.
The first concept, Web 2.0 is characterized by four aspects: interactivity, social
networks, tagging and web services [9].
• Interactivity: this gain comes from two technologies: AJAX (Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML) that allows the communication and the dynamic manipulation of data between a server and the Web browser;
• Social networks: the social networks up come based on common interests and
make the information from each network available through different ways;
• Tagging: users can add a key-word as a tag to a certain Web content, making
this tag easily reachable when searched by other users;
• Web Services: allow that other software make use of the features offered by a
Web application, being available not only to people but also to machines.
The second concept that forms the Internet of Services is the Service Oriented Architecture – SOA [8]. SOA is a way of designing and building a set of Information
Technology applications where application components and Web Services make their
functions available on the same access channel for mutual use. In order to satisfy
these requirements services should be [7]:
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•

•
•

4.1

Technology neutral: they must be invoked through standardized lowest common denominator technologies that are available to almost all IT environments. This implies that the invocation mechanisms (protocols, descriptions
and discovery mechanisms) should comply with widely accepted standards.
Loosely coupled: they must not require knowledge or any internal structures or
conventions (context) at the client or service side.
Support location transparency: services should have their definitions and location information stored in a repository such as UDDI and be accessible by a
variety of clients that can invoke the services irrespective of their location.
Service Oriented Architecture - SOA

The Service Oriented Architecture – SOA - can be explained through two different
angles. From a business perspective, it represents a set of services that improve the
capability of the company to conduct business with customers and suppliers. From a
technology perspective, it is a project philosophy characterized by modularity, separation of concerns, service re-uses, and composition, as well as a new programming
method based [10].
Web Services technology constitutes the main vehicle for service-oriented architectures. Web Service is defined as “a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network”. It has an interface described in
a machine-process format that informs what the service does and how to call its functions. Basically, Web Services on-line delivery functionalities (called services) offer
simple input and output interfaces – hiding its internal structure and programming
language – that can be used by other Web Service, software application or machine,
as well as humans [11].
Through the concept of Service-Oriented Architecture, new applications can be assembled from the available components and services, like a LEGO®. In SOA, all
applications in an organization can offer and consume services in a unique and integrated communication channel, called Enterprise Service Bus, as a simple way to
facilitate integration [12].
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Application of Service-Oriented Architecture on Industry 4.0

In the computer science domain, the service-oriented paradigm defines the principles
for conceiving decentralized control architectures that decompose computational processes into sub-processes, called services. The focus of SOA is to leverage the creation of reusable and interoperable function blocks in order to reduce the amount of
reprogramming efforts [13].
As a metaphor, it is like a shopping mall underground floor in which various services such as barber shop, cell phones repair, tailor´s shop are offered in a same physical location, facilitating customer access.
In a cloud manufacturing system, various manufacturing resources and abilities can
be intelligently sensed and connected into the wider Internet by means of SOA principles. As a result, the Service Oriented Manufacturing Systems (SOMS) emerges. A
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promising approach to develop SOMS is the integration of multi-agent system (MAS)
with Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) [14].
Within the Industry 4.0 it works as a service bus, as placed in Fig 1, where different robots, machines and applications are available for the manufacturing process.
The different services can be accessed, matched and integrated by discovery and
composition applications creating a Service-Oriented Manufacturing Architecture
(SOMA) which is an approach we developed for an Industry 4.0 smart manufacturing
environment.

Fig. 1. Service-Oriented Manufacturing Architecture (SOMA). Source: the authors

On Figure 1, instead of a traditional product-oriented environment, there is a service-oriented manufacturing. Both Process and Products (P1, P2) invoke the necessary services, which are shared through the Service Bus following a flexible and
modular smart productive chain.
While making decisions by using its own sensors and actuators, the product itself
can trace the better configurable line along the factory.
Also, by using this architecture, enterprises can generate their own manufacturing
services for the participation on an external supply chain, in addition to the management of the internal supply chain. This generates the Internet of Services [15].
A similar approach called Intelligent Enterprise Service-based Bus (iESB) [16]
have been proposed to interconnect several factories systems to each other. The archi-
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tecture is based on Intelligent Services defined as independent pieces of software that
are expected to provide a particular result, either produced by the Intelligent Service
itself or by requesting support from other Intelligent Services. Our approach instead is
exploring the interaction from the product or process within the factory, making use
of the Industry 4.0 components that would be the Cyber Physical Systems or smart
products.
Another similar SOA product-based models have been proposed [17], but not using
the Service Bus. Moreover, they are prior to the Industry 4.0 model conception.
Our framework is based on the pillars of the Industry 4.0 such as Cyber Physical
Systems, Internet of Things and Internet of Services. Moreover, we confirm from the
study, that the Internet of Services is one of the main enablers to create networks and
convert factories into a smart environment, what is achieved through the ServiceOriented Architecture.
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Conclusion

This paper links the concepts of Industry 4.0, Internet of Services and ServiceOriented Architecture giving more emphasis to the service domain of manufacturing
environment.
A service bus is illustrated to explain the idea of a Service-Oriented Manufacturing
Architecture (SOMA), based on SOA, which is explained to better characterize the
Internet of Services as one of the pillars of the Industry 4.0.
All manufacturing elements, like automated machine-tools, robots, human workers
and information systems, have their functions available in the abstract form of services, exchanging data and instructions through the Service Bus.
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